CRUSHING
EQUIPMENT
Highway Stone Crushing plant of SBM.
SBM is a professional manufacturer of
crushing equipment,concrete crushing, mining
equipment . It is major production include...
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Highway Stone Crushing plant
SBM Stone Crushing plant for Highway Construction. Supply the the
best Highway Construction Stone Crushing plant, Stone
Crushing Machine. You can learn more information about the
equipment of Crushing Plant.
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CRUSHING PRODUCT LINE
Highw ay Stone Crushing
Construction Waste Recycling
Dolomite Crushing Process
Quarry Crushing Machine
Stone Crushing Equipment
Rock Crushing Process
Ballast Product Line
Basalt Crushing
Mining Mill Grinder
Mining Equipment
Mining Crusher
Ore Grinder Crushing
Kaolin Mining Process
Quartzite Crushing Machine
Sand Making Plants
Grinding Mill / Grinder
Cement Sandstone Crushing
Sand Production Line
Concrete Crushing
Stone Crushing Machine
Gypsum Mining Equipment
Feldspar Mining
Chrome ore mining
Calcium carbonate crushing
Bauxite ore mining
Perlite Mining Machine
Rare Earth Mine Crushing
Lithium Ore Crushing plant
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Stone Crushing plant for Highway Construction
Highway Construction introduction
The Highway construction promotes the economy’s development fast, and it will directly pull fuel the need to stone crushing
equipments. In the highway construction, the sandstone skeletal material is the most based and also the most extensively
original material of the application, only the human sand making equipment can produce the sandstone materials that fit the
standard of the country highway construction. Therefore, SBM crusher puts up the newest crushing and screening
processing chart-VSI series of Vertical Shaft Impact Crusher to meet the need. The high-quality aggregate produced by this
production line is widely used in road surface of many highways.

High quality of SBM highway stone production plant
1. Our combined crushing and screening machines are reasonable combined with different crushers and have compacted
special crossing distribution in their material processing flow design, so that they are small foot printed of fields, high quality
in crushed products, low in quarry dust and they will give you high reward for your investment. Their advanced electric
control panel can assure the whole process discharge smoothly, running reliable, operation easily and high efficiency in power
consumption.
2. The quality of the product is very high. Content of needle plate type is no more than 5%. A quarry client in Saudi Arabia
adopted Jaw Crusher and Impact Crusher equipment, but content of needle plate type is more than 10%, resulting in the
bad sale of its product. After using VSI Series Vertical Shaft Impact Crushers, the content of needle plate type in the product
is reduced to 4.7%.
3. Better design of the impellers reduce the resistance of materials, highlight passing through quantity of materials and
crushing ratio, so the efficiency is raised by 30%-60% compared to traditional machines.
4. VSI series crusher can use in old production line reform to increase the sandstone quality, also can coordinate with the
production line of high performance concrete(over C40) skeletal material or stone material developed by the company. These
would push you to be the stone crushing production enterprise of technological precedence and best-value.

The component of the highway stone production plant
SBM VSI crusher machine is the preferred equipment in the human sand making and stone shaping areas. Sand production
line equipment including: Jaw crusher, Impact crusher or Cone crusher, sand making machine, vibrating screen. According to
the sandstone material’s need, it also can equip with vibrating feeder and sand washing machine, and perfect the whole
series sandstone equipment.

You Maybe Also Interested In :

Stone Crushing Machine: We offer
stone crushing plants that are very
effective in road projects. Designed
and developed as per the international
quality standards...

Concrete Crushing Machine:
Concrete is a composite construction
material composed of cement and other
cement materials such as fly ash and
slag cement...

Mining Equipment: The Mining
Equipment Prospector is a resource
locator of mining equipment from
around the globe, to deal with mineral,
rocks, stones, ore...
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